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Green Bag Scripture ((((青囊經青囊經青囊經青囊經)))) 
1. The invincible forces are the forces between heaven (sky) and earth. The Sky 

represents Yang energy while earth represents Yin energy. The energy form sky 
subsides while the earth energy rises resulted in intercourse that creates changes. The 
early days Bagua formation is the result of the interaction between Yin and Yang. The 
numbers ascribed here are synonymous to married couple with anything that repel is 
bad and attract is good. For instant the married couple numbers are 1 and 9, 2 and 8, 3 
and 7, and 4 and 6. Beside this, the creation couples also serve to ignite kind energy 
and of course with the right timing are 1 and 6, 2 and 7, 3 and 8, 4 and 9. This Lok Shu 
magic numbers work wonder and are imbedded with secret codes and information that 
can explain the formation of universe.  The diagonal and straight sums up to 15 and 
when we minus the 5 in the center, the sum add up to 10, which is the married couple 
number. The numbers in term of 5-elements are 1, 6 are water, 2, 7 are fire, 3, 8 are 
wood, 4, 9 are metal, the position of such numbers dictate what element they belong to.  

2. In searching for the real ‘dragon pressure point’ for graveyard site, the dynamic of a 
dragon will need to meet with the static of the energy gathering point. This is the 
interaction of Yin and Yang. Sky (天) and Earth (地), Mountain (山) and Swamp (澤), 

Thunder (雷) and Wind (風), Water (水) and Fire (火) are the symbol of Bagua that 

carry loads of information about the universe. This can be explained by the law of 
opposite attracts, without which things cannot hold well, there is no day and night, big 
and small, tall and short and contra in life.  
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3. Forms and energies with cause and effect. Things are classify in accordance to Yin and Yang 
and 5-elements. Hard and soft, day and night, heavy and light and etc. Such phenomena none 
other than the interaction of Yin and Yang as a result. The form will dictate what kind of energy 
that will permeate and reflect out. This can be explained by the antenna concept in which a 
protruding tip will receive the cosmic stars energies and pass to surrounding inhabitant. Certain 
sensitivity requires adsorbing such energies. Such combination will need to satisfy the Yin and 
Yang concept and anything that violates such law resulted in unwarranted circumstances. In 
ancient days, such concept will help farmers to plant and harvest their produces.  The process 
requires accommodative of weather in particular. 

 
4. The 5-elements of earth are virtually the 5-stars in the sky. This correlation is the natural law of 

nature that dictating the form and shape of landforms.  Ancient wisdom had let us know that 
the Wood Star (木星) has the unique characteristics among others like representing the 

direction of East and is the spring season energy. The Yinghuo (荧惑) represents summer, 

fire and the direction of South. The Zeng Star (鎮星) represents earth and the location of 

center. The Tai Pa Star (太白) is metal and represents the season of autumn or fall. The San 

Star (辰星) is water and represents winter.  The serial of stars in the sky also represents 5 –

elements are the serial of 28-constelation. With 7 each represents by one element. The 
mountaineers and rivers are the earth energy. The sky and earth energy combining to achieve 
changes to take place. 

 
5. The balance state of 5-elements is also the balance of Yin and Yang, any disturbance in 

equilibrium state will create undesirable outcome. Sole Yin or sole Yang will not live in 
harmonious state or they are not mutually exclusive. (孤陰不生, 獨陽不長).  

 
6. The 4 direction and 8 Guas carry certain energies and information at different time period. And 

to live peace fully is to achieve the balance state of 5 elements. 

 
Summary: The invincible forces are the lively energies between sky and 
earth, while the forms and shapes determine what kind of element they 
belong to and any changes in the status quo resulted changes in outcomes. 
Change is the only constant and is prepared to accept changes in life. 
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